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A straightforward method to compute Hamilton’s density for theories that are
linear in the spacetime curvature is provided. It is shown that the lapse function
and shift vector still give rise to primary constraints, while the induced metric
gives rise to nontrivial evolution equations. The corresponding Hamilton’s
density can always be obtained, albeit in a formal sense.

Many aspects of GR were clarified when studied from a hamiltonian
viewpoint. This include, for example, the number and classification of
constraints, the well-known ADM mass, and some notions of stability. On
the other hand, people have consider extensions to general relativity (GR).
It can thus be expected that analogous clarifications would become available
for these new theories.
Among those alternative theories of gravity, it is interesting to consider those that break local Lorentz invariance. This is mainly because
local Lorentz invariance is one of the most basic principles of modern
physics. The most natural way to break such a principle is with a generic
parametrization, as done within the Standard-Model Extension 1 (SME). It
should be mentioned that the hamiltonian framework is natural for some
Lorentz violating theories as it is associated with a foliation and the algebra of constraints has valuable information on diffeomorphisms invariance,
which is affected when Lorentz is explicitly violated 2 . In addition, it allows
one to make a rigorous counting of degrees of freedom and to find all the
constraints, which, in turn, are necessary to perform numerical analyses.
A method to study the Hamiltonian formulation for theories whose action is linear in the spacetime curvature is presented. This includes GR and
the minimal sector of the gravitational SME. This contribution should be
regarded as a generalization to existing work 3 in that it is exact (no truncation on the Lorentz violating parameters, known as SME coefficients, is
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required), it is general (no conditions on these coefficients are assumed),
and it is fully covariant.
Regarding the notation: abstract indexes are represented by Latin characters from the beginning of the alphabet; they should be thought of as
slots in the conventional tensorial notation, and thus, no coordinates are
required. Index contraction is represented by repeating an index. A pair of
indexes in parenthesis (brackets) represent its symmetric (antisymmetric)
part, with a 1/2 factor. Importantly, no notational distinction is made between spacetime tensors and tensors associated with a submanifold. Spacetime is assumed to be a 4-dimensional manifold with a Lorentzian metric
gab ; gab and its inverse are used to lower and raise abstract indexes.
Clearly, spacetime must be globally hyperbolic 4 so that it is foliated by
Cauchy surfaces Σt . To proceed, a vector field ta whose integral lines can
be used to identify points in different Cauchy surfaces must be provided.
This vector can be decomposed as ta = N na + N a , where N > 0 is the
lapse function and N a is the shift vector (it is a vector in Σt ). Let na
be the unit normal vector to Σt , then, the induced metric on Σt becomes
hab = gab + na nb . What is more, hba is the projector into Σt . Also, it is
possible to define the extrinsic curvature of Σt , kab , which describes how
Σt bends in spacetime. There are several expressions for kab , the most
relevant for this contribution is kab = hca ∇c nb . In addition, it is possible to
define the time derivative associated to ta , which acts on any tensor and is
denoted by a dot. This derivative is obtained by taking the Lie derivative
with respect to ta and projecting all the indexes into Σt . For example,
ḣab = 2N kab + 2D(a Nb) ,

(1)

where Da is the derivative operator in Σt associated with hab .
This contribution studies metric theories of gravity whose action is linear in the spacetime curvature. Clearly, this curvature tensor must be
contracted with an indexed object that may be a function of the metric
and/or nondynamical objects like the SME coefficients. Also, for simplicity, no matter fields are considered and all boundary terms are ignored.
Using the well-known Gauss-Codazzi relations 4 , it can be shown that any
action in this category, when written in terms of hab , kab , N , and N a , can
be brought to the form
Z
√

(2)
S = d4 xN h kab Aabcd kcd + 2kab B ab + C ,
~ , h),
where Aabcd = A(ab)(cd) = Acdab = Aabcd (h), B ab = B ba = B ab (N, N
C = C(h). Also, h in the action is the determinant of the components
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of hab . Note that, besides the global factor N , which is associated to
the spacetime volume element, N and N a only appear within B ab . It is
also important to notice that there are no time derivatives of N and N a ,
implying that their conjugate momenta vanishes, and thus, that the action
variations with respect to N and N a are primary constraints. In these
theories the evolution is associated to the fact that ḣab appears in kab , as
can be seen in Eq. (1). Therefore, the conjugate momenta to hab takes the
form
√

δS
(3)
= h Aabcd kcd + B ab .
π ab =
δ ḣab

To write the corresponding Hamilton density, Eq. (3) must be inverted.
That is, is it necessary to find αabcd = α(ab)(cd) = αabcd (h) such that
αabcd Acdef = he(a hfb) . Provided that αabcd can be found, it is possible to
√
write kcd = αcdab pab , where pab ≡ π ab / h−B ab . Hence, Hamilton’s density
takes the very compact form
√
√
(4)
H = 2π ab Da Nb + N hpab αabcd pcd − N hC.
To find an expression for αabcd , it is useful to assume that Aabcd has a piece
that is proportional to hac hdb , namely, Aabcd = ahac hdb − δaabcd , where a
and δaabcd may depend on hab and the SME coefficients. Assuming a 6= 0,
it is possible to write a purely formal expression for αabcd :
"
#
X

(n)
∞
c
1
1
1
abef
f
αabcd =
ha(c hd)b − hab hcd + hec hd − hcd hef
,
(5)
a
2
2
an
n=1
(n)

(n)

where the cabcd are defined by the recurrence relation cabcd δacdef =
(1)
c(n+1) ab ef for n ≥ 1, with cabcd = δaabcd as a seed.
The evolution equations take the form
ḣab = 2D(a Nb) + 2N αabcdpcd ,
(6)

 c ab 
 ef
√
√
N π
p
ef
c(a
b)
ab cd
√
+B
π̇ab = −2π Dc N + hDc
+ hN h p αcdef
2
h
√
Z
Z
√
√
N h ab
δαcdef ef
δC
+
p + d3 x hN
h C − d3 x hN pcd
2
δhab
δhab
Z
ef
√
δB
+2 d3 x hN pcd αcdef
.
(7)
δhab
Note that Eq. (6) is equivalent to Eq. (1). Now, the primary constraints
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are
Z
√ ab
√
√
δB cd
hp αabcd pcd − hC − 2 d3 x hN pab αabcd
,
δN
 b
Z
√
√
πa
δB ef
− 2 d3 x hN pcd αcdef
0 = −2 hDb √
.
δN a
h

0=

(8)
(9)

This is not enough to have a well posed evolution; one needs to verify if
there are additional expressions needed to guarantee that the constraints
are kept valid during the evolution. In addition, one should classify the
constraints as first and second class constraints 5 . This can be done by obtaining the algebra of the constraints, that is, the Poisson brackets among
all the (smeared) constraints. However, to find this algebra, a concrete
theory must be given, and still, the computations are extremely challenging. Clearly, the existence of nontrivial constraints is related to the fact
that, for explicit Lorentz violation, the SME coefficients are not generic 6 .
It is interesting that, at this point, it is possible to verify that B ab governs
the nature of the constraint algebra, since, for example, in the case where
δB ab /δN = 0 = δB ab /δN c , Hamilton’s density vanishes (on shell), which
is closely related with invariance under diffeomorphisms. Finally, this formalism must generate expressions that are equivalent to those obtained in
a lagrangian formulation. Nevertheless, showing such an equivalence is also
nontrivial and it often relies on knowing all the constraints.
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